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ABSTRACT -%

-.v.

Computer-based tutoring/coaching systemi hale the prom i e.of enhancing
,

the educational value of gaoling' environments by guiding stUdent's-
`discovery learning. , This. paper proVides an in -depth vi of i) the
philosophy 'behind such systems, ii) the kinds of Aiagnost modeling
Ottategies. requlred to infer a student's Shortcomings from oberving his
'behavior ancLiii) the range of eXplidit tutorial strategies' needed for
directing the Tutor. to Pat the right thing at the right time. ExaMPles of
these issue's are drawn for a_ computer-based coachidg sYstew for e. simple

i

,game. --' How the West was Won. Our intention in writing this paper i to
make explicit the vast ambunts of tutorial knoWledge required.to cons' upt
a .00aching system that is robust, friendly and intelligent enoug to
survive in home ,or classroom use.. During the past three yeare, we- aVe
witnessed how subtle the computer- ,based coaching problem really is. We
hope this paper conveys some of. these subtleties ---.many of which continue
to resist general solution.



The

INTRODUCTION

revolution in personal computing will bring bith It exerisive use

of complex gamed. Students will play computer based gainer during much of

their free, time. These aetivi,ties can prabidewirich, jafbnial. edvirAments
. . . N'...

for learning., Games provide en enticing prohlemsolfring virOnment that,a

:Istudent explores.: at will, free to create his on i_Seat of Underlying

Structare and to
,

invent his- own strategies for utilizing his uhthstanding

of this structure. Properly constructed games can lead to the formation of
. . 1-

-teg es and knoWledge strictures that heVe4 general- usefulness in other
, tf

However, a major, strAmbring block, to the effective.

unstructured. gaming or open -ended problem-. solving-

amount of tutorial resources that are -often required

) to keep the student from forming
.
grossly incorrect models of the

,d omains as well'.

educational use

environments is the

underlying structure of th_ game /environment, (2) to help him. see

1 mits of his strategies, and 3) s'to help him discover the causes of

nifested errors.

One of the prerequisites for a productive infernal learning

environment is that,

Control it. /The student must have the freedom to make debisiona (incorrect

as well as correct ones) and observe their results.. , While a student's

. ,

be enticing to the student by enabling hiM to

incorrect beciSions' sometimes lead to erroneous results that he can
.

0

immediately detect, they often produce symptoms that- are beyond his ability.

to recognize. For an informal environment to be fully effective as a

learning activity, it often-,.muSt be.augmented bytutorial guidance that

recognizes and explains weaknesses in the studeifflSdecision or suggests

id as when the student app to have, none. This is a significant

challenge requiring marry of the'skilIs analogous to those of coa or
laboratory instructi. The tutor or coach(1) must be perceptivelhough to

0

make? relevant comments -but not s intrusive ass.,,to destroy the_ fud.. inherent

in the eame. This paper presents one such coaching system (named WEST)

built around the game "How the West was Won." he System So examined as An

instance if a gener& paradigm, called "Issues and Examples," for building

such systems. Aspects of the system are exAned to discover the

This usage o the term "coat as originated by Goldstein 1977 We
originally conceived of this Jnd of, tutorial resource as a on enial
"tutor" bUt the images 'evoked by the term "tutor" have. proven tb. be
inappropriate. ln this paper' we hail use "coach" to empha ze the
informal nature or the learning ution.

4
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limitations of the central p radig and to oharacte

tutdrial at Ntegiea that mast Be included to Create a

system.

aaabiag-1441.ttualisin&LIYAlcula

wide variety or

Nuaceaaful coaching

The pedagogical motivation underlyinvmuch oflour coaching research

can be characterized

_ position, in'which the student constructs his new knowledge

f:O4 h_s*existing knowledge. In this theory, the notion of misconception

or "bug"- plays a central 'rote, ,Ideally, a student's bug will cause an

erroneous result that he will notice. If the student has enough information

to determ'ine what 4cause the error and can correct it then the bug is

refedred to as however, the student.does not haVe

sufficient information to change his behavior as a result of the perceived

error, the 61.1g in termed auuivn truatayg. One on the most important

as "guided discovery learning." It assumes a

aspects of a learning environment is the degree to which the mistakes that
o

student Makes are constructive (See Fischer, Brown, 'and Burton, 1978:for

of view., One of the major tasks of

information in ()Her to transform

ve ones. An additional task for the

further discussion.). From this point

.coach is to give the student additiona
0

.nonconstructive bugs into construct

coach, in dealing with bugs that do not have easily observable

manifestations, is to point out that something can be improved. (2)

A subtle requirement oT/this theory is that the -coach not interfere

too much. While the student) is making mistakes in the environment he is',

_

also experiencing the 'dea of learning frog) his mistakes and discovering
ft

the 'means to recover from, his mistakes. If the coach immediately points out

the stud,ent's, error re is a real danger that the student will never

developlhe necessary skills amining his owh behavior and looking for

the causes of his own mfstaken.

There are two major but related' problems that must be solved by

computer coach. They are:

when to nte rupt the student's problem solving a tivity, and

n a re
psychological
will learn onl
modiTies, or, e
it is part of
`anomalies and
1978)

n paper o e ucat ona _mp oat-on 0 iaget
theory, Groen has identified similar requirements; "A child
if he extends the range of hypotheses he can generate and

inanat(in the transformations that lead to false ones. Thus
he teacher's tasklto ensure that the child. is aware Of
counter-exampleg that result from his activities." (Groen



2) what to say ohne it has been interrupted.

In general, solutt ns thenn pr©blemn,requi

what the student 0

teehniques,for determining

(procedures for cOnntruc.ing A'filagnontic 'model) as.'

well as -explio t tutoring principles about interrupting and ad Laing,

'These, in, tern, requ ire a theory of how

he learns', and when ha In apt.

Unfortunat ly, feW, if any, ratting pnych0.ogical theories me preoise

than c talon. The raqulrementn that evolve

prov r1c useful foraing functions for future

cognitive thoohles. In addition; the ooaohing rryntcmn themielven nhnuld be

good test environmentn for (such thno !n.

udent, formn ahntreolions, how

be moat reeeptiVe to advice,

enough tq suggest anything more

from conehing nyntems nhoul 1

tour' the ntud-e6t

activity, any. explio

must, be unoOttunive

dl agnosing

VINO,

;igc,rl in

a ntudent':

problem-solving

atrr'ngt hn and weaknesses

maln act vity. Thin meann

the dtagnostie component, cannot u pront ' 1

diagnostic questionn lo the student. 1n:rtr'raci, the eomptiter ' ''ar;h count.

trict itself mainly to ing a ntudent's ,ho c'emtngn from whatever

or pone a' lot, n f

he does in the oontoxt or playing 'the game r,r solving the pr(llom, Thin

can be a difrtoult prohleM, Just becauno N ntudent, 1 !s not une a rtaln

skill 4ile playing a game ricrr a not moan that. he' (loon

For example, an opponent may rivver haVe,crea

know that nkill.

a nItuation that, requir I

tiim to invoke It. though th1 a po I t, rli !UM cluitc (WV oun 1 t,

serious dlagnostle problem: 'The abnence of

diagnostic Value if and only an

manifest nkill earrien

rt. in an ilival nt :ait.uatioti would

have used that nkill. Hence, from the outright errors, the main

Window a computer-based Coach has to a,ntudent'n misconeep,tons Is through

a "differential" modettng technique that, mpares what the stilden in doing

With what the expert, wouid,he doing in hin'place, T I :; "dlfTereri mint
.1

provide hyp thenes about what the ntudent s not know h noI yet

mastered.

. The ftocens- conntruct ng a rential model requires two

h of which urge a compute )ased Expert,(i) but. for di-frer nt purl

The first tank in evaluating Lhe quality of the rt.udrsnt. in cu rrent. ;10.1 ran

T3TTWTriTWTi,on, the term Fkpert will b' used to ['firer to
or an expert player, In the computer.



"move" in re

Expert might ha ve made An the exert e+me' oiraumstences. The nacend tank In

determining, the underlying nkilln that. went , Into, the qnleeti6n and

composition of the ntudeptin move as well as each, 6e the libeler" mover

wiehip to the of possible elternative Moven that an

the Expel-q. In order t.

Win the reau knOwledge and rennonIng n -tes, WhInh In In the

form of bett r mc 'UoweVer, for the leoond tank, tt, tin to -onnider, the
. .4

"pinenn"-p knowledge- Invol ed- in nelnetIng and ,nera the bottel'

movin, nInee

nneomplinh the flrnt,nk, tfP Expert need chlly

why

t.hr' Tihnonoo ( i f oho' rii thin" p i t ocri

ntudont failed to make

f_vrma In_14

The

t,wri formn.

PrI,

rl 1..41 I. () r rti 1 It

km- l edge might, explain
1

or eompu ter. o ash I ti On 0. 0 r

m 11 ; ri A "g I A bRx" or girt 1 model

The mndo I i n r ifr'rrnd

prvblom- iilvlrig dPrIninn It t

that motrt ni,0 I I.Vi` 1 rif ahntraetion)

prohlom-nolve (I ) In oontrAnt to tho lionlato Expor

thing -algo

Int I ri

hocauno

ken an, in irinoiplo, ''xplalneil in

r

Expert, whtiiti h i data ntrupturen

ffl I m I c t,h010 1111,1 by human to` g

lindoriyinA :;(WHIE-1

ifned only I ri rhg'rk

wn Purtoh,

f'tIn lilt 1 y n tint

tyr

hnmari

t116 "171a(!k-box"

ma ibilL du not

amplo, Lhe q rou it a i mul Ator

1I a ok - box p64 and In

iomehypothonen And anriwer

of hie quentiunn. 'Ita meehatrinmn are never revealed Au the atudent alnoe

Lhoy .it's' cortiAInly tiro t , ht mo,,hani imn tho-nta font oxpoctod to aonulro.

iiagnnnt)0 prohlomn rat!od by tho tiomput.erW i t. tl i n t ho: I r Arno

ach, tho- gll nn F.Xpvrt 'orui 1n hr'

unr r1 hot h frig ovilnation prtn

doto rm InIn nk I I Ik'n in I srlyi rig t h

MOON ha,' VII I 11 riC e IL can ho

mono r ng o pt ma I moy o a And

do rInl.natIon IP

,ii' morating

'Phi' KIaln-hnx Expor t.

nroat- tiao pao.o

df:ring of 1-i

if' mbvpn.

aohInved liy h Irg A ' P.xort'n prohl m

g I von ttiriV o And not I I I 1 .1 hill t.

th ovAluAtion taak tieeaule

ArrmInv

A110

a I t.

g I vor

dot rmlnIng
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!it it ially
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Since the imple Pinta In of a black -box Expert is not donst _ined by

human -like algorithms,, It potentially can be considerably, snore -efficient

and, therefore, more uneful for evaluation of a stude'nt

the skills it uses to generate an optimal move are not analogslie to the
4

stu it can not be tiy used for the skill determination taak.

This raises the pOssibil.-lty of combining an effteient and robust 'black -box

Expert. for evaluation with a lens efficient glans -box Expert for skill
;

move,, However,

determination.

Computational lefficiency in not` the only reason for developing the

interplay of there two formes of expertise. The black7box'Expert used for

evaluatton need only be augmented with those ingsaplile. 'pieces of an

needed to data critical or' tutorable Ceati.treA

of the ,annw produced 'brthe black-box Expert: The! glass-box Eipert need

not, be, ;Ibis to prrlducjr the complete solution itself. It needs only to

work bac from the nolution

foatoren

conntruelitig

glann-box expert.inv.

IL la pbSai,ble,`that.. lot of informal earning occurs through the
4

combinaton of tar t gx per (In the .form of a black-box) with incomplete

ilk but articulai gla- -bax Expert. For example, no. one has a

oomplete artleutatei, show to play expert cheps. AlthOugh, there are

nome excellent ctUT;b:n mdch they rely on non-human rategies' for

aohle%lipg the x p tt0T,; is, they are biaek-box ex rts. There are

articulate Expert which

determine" the "important" (tutorial.)

nolution. Thin ren-OCzation opens up-the possibility of

runtemn _or,domairin'for whiCh we do not have complete

also handbooks of cheap principle which reflect piece of articulate'

knowledge about opening moves, end game tactics, etc. .A chess coaching

the black-box Expert 'to identify critical.

moven and nee p1000:1 or ineompi but articulate knowledge too partially

exTialn why the move

system c'calrld take ;Idva-

ri

I'eoplra also appear to learn

A complete, arUieulate -theory oCEnglish does

t I (;t 1 'and .110W it might have been detected.

linguage through a similar nteract1on.

not. exist. People do,

however, manage to hflcome fluent i n Eng_ toA by receiving feedback from many

"black-box experts "" pcop

4.ank, there - ncomp 1 etc

nubJel't -verb fuM

who sp6ak help in the critiquing

'LLeulate pieces of knowledge, such as

in addition to getting black-box feedback'

thin nnu
banei, on

T-ee
late experts, an a

ey' =s article in this ue systems- are
many pro ton rule based experts.



of the form "that's not grammatical," which could mean almost anything,

people alsci get glass-box rules such as "Don't say 'they is,' say 'they
A

are,' because you must have'subject-verb agreement."(5),

The modeling technique discussed in this paper employs a black-box

Expert in conjunction witk a set of local glass -box Experts. Briefly, the

black -box Expert is used to determine the range `of possible moves the

student 6ould have made, and the glass-box chunk's of expertise determlne

possible causes for the less than optimal behavior of the student. As

such, we hope this technique might also be useful in providing insights

into how to transform various black-box Ex-perts'that Currently exist (such

as the symbolic integration capabilities of MACSYMA) into interesting,

educational systems-(6)

u tor i

To- be played well, any game complex enough interesting requires

many dif e-e..t skills. From the point of view of a coach, this is an

important fact because it means that when a student does not perform well

in a. particular situation, it is not necessarily clear what skill he is

'lacking. The difficulty of determining which skill is being misused is

.increased, by the fact that much of the evidence that the Coach has is

indirect. That is, the Coach only knows that the student did not make 'a

'better move. From this negative information, he mu8t, determine why not.

(Contrast this with a situation confronting BUGGY' in which a bug in a kind's

subtraction procedure will have symptoms.)

The paradigm "Issues and Examples" was developed to focus a

coaching system on relevant portions of student behavior; and to provide an

overall .coherence (goal) to the Coach's comments. The important aspects of

the domain -- that is, skiA conceptsand concepts the student is expects to

n this rase, ._ might seem that he ac rx xper pays no
significant role since the pieces of articulate knowledge used to critique
the sentence could also be used to perform the role of the black-box;
namely, reject the sentence as being ungrammatical. howeve, the black-box
Expert also uses tacit knowledge to analyze the sentence In order to
isolate structural elements (e.., nouns, verbs) which are required for the

. articulate mini-theories or principles. We all know the subject-verb
agreement rule and are very skilled at: recognizing nouns in sentences, but

U5Y4:wtghntechnique
ahreci=cilefgWorLora noun.

comilete
glass-box Expert that can not de,,the problem in "all" ways. Fov these

,domains it cannot be .assum°0 that the student is in fact working the same

,,,,
way as the expert. A



master -- are identified an a collo ion of "Issues" The Issues determine

what parts of the student's behavior*are monitored by the Coach. Each

Issue represents an articulate minitheory (a piece of a glass-box Expert)

concerning the structure of the domain. It is characterized by two

procedures. The first watches the student's behavior for evidence that the

student does or does not use itc particular concept or skill. As such, it

is called an Issue Recogheizer. The Recognizers are used. -to construct a

"model" of the student's behavior. The second procedure for an Issue knows

how to use various parts of the student model to decide if the student is

"weak"-in that Issue. It in called an Issue Evaluator. Thus each Issue

has associated with it Wroth a Recognizer and an Evaluator as procedural

specialists.

At any point in the game, the- hypotheses concerning the weaknesses of

the student can be determined by running all of the is'sue Evaluators -on the

mod61. When the student makes a "poor" move, his weaknesses are compared

with the Issues"necesSary to make better moves in order to try to account

for why he did not mike a better move. That is, the Coach looks for an

Issue in which the student in lacking and which is required for the /

Expert's bettor moves.

present an explanation

Once an Josue has been dctorMined,- the Coach can

together with a better move that

illustrator, the loan'. In this way, the student can see the usefulness of

the Issue at a time when he will hi most recep,tive to the idea presented --

immediately after he has attempted a problem whose solution requires, the

Issue.

rfguo 1 is a diagram crt tie' model -vial process underlying the

Issues and Examples paradigm. 'Figure is presents the process of

i-Constucting a model or the stud-ont's behavior. The model is a summary of

the, s dent's performance whi,lo solving a s.riws of problems (in thi-case,

moves in a game) . Each time the student makes a move, the important

aspects of his b vim- (the .IssueM Are by the Recognizers.

abstracting is also done over the hrhvior of a computer- b l`oed Expert

in the same vionment by the rule liec(-)gr izers. The two abstractions a-re

compared to provide a difforenticil the ntudent's behavior, which

indicates those )nnuos OH ich the Student is weak. We vette/

without the Expert it in not, possib

weak in some skill,

to determine whether the student jr

h;1 not be - d becaunc5 the need

for it ht.1 rt is n infrequently in the ntudent's experience.

-1-
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Figure lb presents the top level of the Coaching process. When the
/'

student -6akes a less than optimal move (as determined by comparing his move

with phat of the Expert), the Coach uses the Evaluation component of each

Issife to create a list of Issues on which the student is weak. From the

EXpert's list of better moves, the coach .invokes the Issue Recognizers to

/determine which issues are illustrated by better moves.. From these two

// -lists (the "weak" Issues and.the "better move" Issues), the Coach selects

an --dssue and a good-move thatllustrates it, (i.e., creates an example of

it) and dec4Aes on the basis of other tutoring principles whether or not to

interrupt.(7) If the Coach decides to interrupt, the selected Issue and

Example are then passed to the explanation generaltors,iwhich produce the

feedback to the student.

1..THEd GAMING SITUATION

"How the West was Won" (WEST) is a computer board game that was

originally designed at Project PLATO(8) to give students drill and practice

in arithmetic. The board (see Figure 2) is 70 spaces long. In a turn,

each player receives three numbers (from spinners), which must be used in

an arithmetic expression (using the operations addition, subtraction,

multiplicatioh, and division). The value of the expression is the number

of spaces the student is moved along the board. Theobject of the game is

to be the first player to land-exactly on 70. To make the student's task

more complicated than just making the biggest number, there are several

you land on one,

you advance to the next/one. There are also shortcuts. If you land on one

kinds of special moves. Towns occur every ten spaces. I

of these, yovi advance the other end of the shortcut.(

on the space your opp !lent is occupying,

unless he is on a tow,. The spinner

special moves will

biggest number.(1O)

values

And if you land

is bumped back two towns,

in WEST are kept small, no that

en be better (get one further ahead) than making the

(7) If there are no Issues in common between the two 1.rsts, the reason for
the student's problem lies outside of the collection of Issues, and the
Coach says nothing.'
(8) The PLATO game was designed by Bonnie Anderson in Dr. Robert Davis's
lementary Mathematic Project (Dugdale and Kibbeyl 1977).
9) In Figure 2, Spaces 5, 25, and 44 are the beginning of shortcuts.

! 10) The rules assumed in this paper are the ones used on the PLATO system
ap of 1975. Our coach system, WEST,-allows the student to change many of
the rules. For example, the board length, the distance between towns, the
location and number of shortcuts, and the set . of legal arithmetic
operations can all be changed ,and the coaching system will continue to
work. In addition- the number of spinners can be changed, but we have not
built an Expert i or such. Changing the rules gives students the



/a/u
Fi ure 2 shows a board situation that. llustra sPrPe the

complex ties of tutoring, even in this simple game. The tudentis at 38,

his opp nent is at-39,(11) an.d with his spinner? (2,: 2), the student ,-

makes he expression 2 +1x2, resulting in a move of 4. 'Consider the

alternative moves the student could have made: he .could have-moved "1 and

ped hi -s opponent; he could haVe moved 2 and landed on town; lie could

ave moved 6 and taken a shortcut. What possible: reasons,maY under

suboptimal move?

Stage.coach's turn
TheKlumbers are:

Your Move: 2'_12 => 4

this

pportuni y
he game.
11) WEST is t pically used by one student playing against the

Expert. It is also possible for two students to play against
in which case djfferential models are constructed for each stu
enabling coaching for both players.

o see the relationship between the rules and thp '

-10-
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Thy -in -WEST

/
In the Issues, and Examples paradigm, thecssues embody the important

2

concepts, underlying a student's behavior and define the space of concepts

the, Coach can address. TrfWEST, therAAare three levels of Issues that a

/'Coach can focus'on4 iAt the lowest level are the basic mathematical skill6

that the student is Wactipng. n the current system these include the

use' of -PARENTHESES, ,the( use of var ous 'arithmetic operations such 'as.

SUBTRACTION and ,pIVISION-,-

expression (PATTERN),

The second level concerns the skills needed to play WEST. The Issues

and the form of,(the student's move as an

at this level are: the'speci'al moves of BUMP, .TOWN, and SHORTCUT; the

directitin of a move (for example, both FORWARD and BACKWARD are legal);

and the development of a STRATEGY for choosing a move, such as maximizing

the distance you are ahead of,your opponent.

At the third level. are the general skills of game-playing. One such

general skill is the strategy of watching your opponent in order to learn

frOm his moves. Another is the effect that different rules of 'the game have

on determining the.best st' ategy.(12)

Each of these Issues is repres'ente& in two parts: a Recognizer and am

Evaluator. The Recognizers are data- driven from the local context of the

student's and the Expert's moves. The Evaluator are goal directed (what

are the student's weaknesses?). The Issue Re ognizers of WEST are fairly

straightforward, but are, nevertheless, more co plex than simple pattern

matchers. For example, the He'cognizer for the PARENTHESIS 1- ue

determine not only whether or not parentfies6s are present in the student's

wive lexical check of the expression unde;lying his move) but also

whether they were necessary (which requires parsing the expression) r if

they were necessary in the optimal move (which requires parsink she

expert's 1pehavior).

For the situation shown in Figure 2, the following Issues are involved

in better moves: Moving: 1entalls knowing about the BUMP rule and using

SUBTRACTION or DIVISION.( -13). Moving 2 entails DIVISION, knowing about

TOWNS, and knowing that the order of numbers in the expression does not

2 At present the coachin system does not address t_ese _i_ec_ y.
13 The student could-, of curse move 1 without being aware that it will

lead to a bump. One ramification of inadvertent move's is that the Model
will con ain some "noise". Noise -will be discussed in the section on
Modeling Methodology.



have to be ''the same as the 'spinners.

knowing` about SR TCUTS.

The MQ_del 10 WEST

Moving entails PARENTHESES and

Figure 3'shows some of the fields of a student model 'created by the
r--

differential godeler. The fields it shows include patterns of moves, used by

the student, special move , parenthesis usage, and strategy considerations.

The columns headed by "M S1t or MISSED" are places where 'the E0drt would

have used the skill but the

potential weaknesses. The

udent Aid not. They _are indloatkons

dent shown in Figirre 3 appears tiO be weak in

the Issues PARENTHESIS and BUMP

I
N .

I .

I- I I I
. I

I I 0
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Tutorial Gonsiae

Even-when relevant Issues and Examples have been identified, it may be
=

inappropriate to tutor. This is,determined-r.by invoking various tutoring

strategies. Figure 3 shows traces of the Coach's tutorial decisions during

tt interaction shown. in'Figure 2. One example is the decision about which

of the. competing Issues to -choose. If there are two Issues, both

applicable.to a certain situation, -.which should be picked? This is where a

.'!-syllabus" (Go dst in, 1977) might be useful to provide relative orderings

of importance or prerequisite linkb over the space of Issues. However, the

Issues in WEST are sufficiently independent that there is little need to

- consider the prerequisite structure. Instead,: additional tutoring

principles must be invoked to decide.which one of the set of applicable

Issues should be used.

We have experimented wi-th two alternative principles for guiding this

ded ,ion thus far. The first is the Focus strategy, which ensures that if

everything else is equal, the Issue is chosen that was most recently

discus ed; rj,hat is, have the Coach hammer away on a'partcular Issue until

is Tastered. The alternative 'principle is the ead strategy , which.

ensures that if everything else is equal, an Issue is selected that has not

recently been di cussed'. This strategy minimizes the chance that a student

gets bored 'by- hearing-too much about one Issue. A simple agenda mechanism

enables experimentation with range of .mixed strategies lying between

either a 'pure Breadt Focus strategy.(14) Thd default is the Breadth

strategy, because it preventS one bf two interdependent Issues from

bloc_ Aig the other. Strategies. for manipulating the agenda mechanism

only one source of guidance for the tutor. Additional tutoring

principles will be examined in the next main section.

provide

Exol_anation

Once .the decision has been made t- .tutor on a particular Issue with a

particular Example, the Coach still has to decide how to express the Issue

to the student. This is the-explanation problem. It is in general very

e agen_a mechanism is imp emented as a priority' list, -along with
procedures for reordering it. When two Issues are possible, the one that
occurs finst on the list is chosen. The "focus" strategy moves a' selected
Issue to' the front of the list, making it more likely to be chosen again,
and the "breadth" strategy moves the selected issue further down the list.
Since this list can be partitioned into sublists, it is straightforward to
have one strategy manipulate the sublists and another to manipulate the
elements within a sublist.

-13=



.

difficult. In addition -to aying the things the Student does not know,

nversational 'postUlateS dictate that things the student knows already

mkt be said. (See Clancey's article for more on a discussion on

oint.) , In designing 'WEST, we have concentrated on the student

modeling task and the task of determining when to break in, and OaVe

progreSaed very little On the explanation problem Currently', the

explanations are stored in a procedure attached to each Issue, called a

Speaker. Each Speaker is responsible for presenting,a. few line.* of text

explaining its Issue. At present, the Speakers work by randomly selecting

PreStored comments. SeVeral improvements should be made to -the Speakqrs.
.

For example, the explanation should be able to- handle multiple issues. -It

may be very difficult to distinguish. between-,twd Issues, and having a

Speaker that can assimilate. both into one succinct comment ,ConveMlently
0

side steps the need to differentiete between them. For example, the Issues

of SUBTRACTION and moving jaACKWARD8 often occur together an'd it is

therefore difficult to seplrate the two.

asesQCLsLuQs

While the Issued were originally conceived of for guiding the

critiquing component of the system, they have ,proven to haye oar

tutorial uses_in our system. One example is when .,the student asks forlitelp

while considering what move to make. the best move involves an Issue_on

which the student is eak, the "hint" can stress that Issue, Ou9

motivation here is that the issue may be the critical piece of information

for the student to see how he could make the good move, and hence the hint

should put emphasis on it,

Issues are also usefUl in determining when to give the student

emen thus keeping him from viewing'the coach as being

only critical. Our current Encouragement strategy directs the Coach to

congratUlate the student on his good move whenever it is the optimal ,hove

that demonstrates an Issue on which the student is weak. However, as we

explain next no one strategy determines what the Coach willti do bectre

different strategies may set up competing goals.

. PEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIES

There are many principles that spell the, difference between succesa

and disaster in a computer-based gaming-plus-coaching environment tor

-14-



informal learning. Over:, =the last few years,, we hafe had a,chance to

experiment with WEST, an modify it in resppnse to various subtle and

not-so-subtle difficul les that we have encountered. In ?this section we

will discuss some of the principles that we found important to embed in,oUr,

system and identify those which have general 4161.4plicability to informal

learning situations. . For the

distinguish two types of principles

environment itself and those for guiding the Coach within the environment,

' Although much of what we have , discovered concerns explicit learning
. . .,

environments, we believe that many of these principles are also of

purpose; of our iscussion, we will

-- those for st turing the gaming

importance in designing other '!friendly man-machine systems where the feel

or ambiance of the total environment (including peripheral assistance or

tutoring) is crucial.

Before discussing these principles, let Us briefly summarize the

philosophical underan ngs of a coaching environment. in these

environments it is'best for the student to 'discover Vol' himself as much of
A 0

the structure of'a situation'as possible.(15) 'Every time the Coach ,tells

thee:,',u ,0,4906thing, it is robbing him of the opportunity to discover it

for self. Many human tutors interrupt far too often, generally because

of a lack of time or patience, and they may be preventing the development

in their students of important cognitive skills the cognitive skills

that allow students to detect and use of their own errors.

However, there are times when interference -vi.ith the student's

discover, process is called for.. In gaming situations, an untutored

(unwatche)- student may fixate on a subset of the availabla moves and -hence

miss the potential richnpss of the game. In WEST, for example, student

may adopt -the strategy of adding the first two spinners and multiplying the

result by the third spinner, (A+b)*C. Since the third spinner tends to be

largest, this strategy is close to the strategy of multiplying the largest

number by the sum of the other) two numbers (which reduces the ' largest

possible result). A student can remain at this plateau indefinitely

without perceiving the fallings of his strategy. But notice how much of

the structure of the game is being missed. The student is unaware of

is is not to say a s rug: -u're ma e_la_
not have a role in formal education'or that gu
the only way o learn!

H 5-
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special moves, such as bumps, and therefore of such questions as, "Is it

better to send my opponent back -14 or get 9 ahead of him?" nce his

/strategy requires. no search to determine a move, the student misses the

whole notion of strategy as a method for deciding between alternative

moves. From the point of view of practicing 'arithmetic, he is performing

one calculation per move instead of the dozens` f mental calculations he

would have to perform to answer questions such as, "What numbers can I form

with th6se spinArs?" or "Cah I Make a 15 with 9, 10, and 6?" By,---
interjecting comments and .suggesting better moves to the Students, a Coach

can greatly expand Ole student's involvement in the epvironment

The top -level goal driving the Coach is to ensure that its comments

are. bothreLeyaht and memorable. The Issues and Examples tutoring strategy

provides a fr- ework for meeting these two constraints. The Issues are

used in.the diagnostipc process to identify at any par,ticular moment what is

relevant, The Examples pAilloVide concrete in_stnces of these abstract,

concepts. Providing both the description of the generic Issue concept)

as well a concrete example of it increases the chance that -the student

integrate thi -piece of tutorial commentary into his knowledge.

The.Issue that is raised must be -one in which the student is, in fact,

having a problem, lest-Jh advice be -gnored or meet with hostility..

Principle 1: Before giving ad-
in whidh the student is weak.. ,

sure. the Issue used is 6ne,

The primary ramification of this principle is in how the Evaluators 'il51(i the

student model. As will be discussed in the next, sect,ion, there is "noise"-
NI

inherent in the, model. The Evaluators fur each issue must allow for this

and be "conservative ". Another ramifies ton of this principle is that the

system should be cautious on tutoring an Issue that the stuAnt has

recently been advised on.

even if diagnostic process can guarantee the akness of an Issue

a given moment, the absence of a gaod Example or that Issue should

prevent the Coach from breaking in. Thus one of the tutoring' principles

for enhancing a student's likeliness to remember what is said must

determine what a "good example" is:

we

Principle 2: When illustrating an Issue, only use an Examp (an
alternative move) in which the result or outcome of that move is
dramatically super4or to the move made by the student.



Another bac princ

criticism of the Coach

example.

p at increases the chance of re- mbeing the

is to have the student,' episodically encode the

Prin-ip e 3: After giving the student advice, permit him to
incorporate the issue immediately by allowing him to retake his
turn.

This principle not only provides him the opportunity to observe tr results

of making a new move based on this issue but is also apt to decreabe his

antagonism to the advice.

The final principle of this category presupposes that the student is a

bit competitive and that he is less receptive to advice when he is about to

lose (even if he incorporated the Advice when retakingihis turn).

Principle tI if
tutor him with move

a student is'about to lose,'only interrupt and
hat will keep him from losing.

jn'an informal learning situation, the ud nt's interest .stems

primarily rom the situation itself. A student plays a

enjoys it. Hence

not to destroy

on, of the most Important cons

fbeeause he

int3 of the Coach' Is

student's Inherent interest in the game by butting irr

often. It would be much .0) implement a Coach that broke in

student made a suboptimal move and told the student the betterwhenever the

move. But, faced with such a tutoring strategy, the student would quickly

lose all interest in playing the game -- especially if lae were a poor

player who could profit. rrom Judie ous advice. Below are some o f the

Principles incorporated into WEST to prevent it from being oppressive. The

first two principle=s are the most obvious:

When

Principle I)o not tutor on
.what.

Principle 6:
d 'over the g

Po no tutor
i- 'if.

new student first nits dOlin to play the whet a stu4n t. , who

has not played. in a while.r-tuxim to the game, he will take some

familiarize him elf wit.ts it.s mechanics, Ile. will be using cognitive

resources to figure out , for exaNple, how to _.ipe in an exprennl in

unreasonable to expect. him to perform at, his best, when l t. comes t.cs act- tinIiy

ofChoosing a move before

the game,

feels fairly comfortable with tho mech
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example, if the student is weak on the PARENTHESES issue. and the .optimals:

move for this turp requires parentheses, the student will -11)e' told "Why'

don't you try to use parentheses to change the order in Whidh operations

are done.", ,The se-cond request for help on the same move provides- the

student with the set or possible outcomes. For-the third request the coact'

will select- the outcome that it considers bebt. The fourth request causes

the Coach to give the student ati arithmetic expression that. bi4ings about

the best outcome. Thus, the -four successive levels of hints are based on

the following irules:

HintTh isolate a weakness and directly address that weakness.

Hint -9 (what): Delineate what the space of possible move's is at
this Joint in the game.

Hint 3 (why): , Select the opt mal move and tell hiM why
optimal.

Hint 4 (how) DesOribe how to make that optimal move.

1#1.1

KOvie,onVntal ,Conpdera iohs
,

./
While most or the interest in a gaming environment is derived from the

many things can be done to the environment to make it more

Interestilyg:.- Graphics is a prime example, Playing.against the computer is

,-anrittAr'.- (Many CAI games have survived solely on the basis of these two
_ k ,

eOnsiderations.) In section we discuss some more subtle

cOnsiderationnthat WEST employs. The next principle uttempta to keep the

student from getting dincouraged.
o

Principle 11: fr the student is losing consistently, adjust he
level or play.

Notice that this principle conflicts with an earliqr principle of alWays

having -,,the onmpnter play an optimal game so that the student will have a

mOdei of export play. Voe games in which there are several leveln of

struct.ure to the play, such as chess, it may be better for the student to

have a role model (hence opPonent),whiohjs only slightly above his level.

Thts will Lend to keep the,/games close while still providing examples oti
Vbetter moven. Ou tion of this conflict is to give the computer hack

spinners when in ahead by a amountpthat yarieA with the quality of the

p .ky or

Principle 1:!: tr the nt6dent ittilkes a potentially careless error
be rorgiving. hut provide explicit commentary in case it was no
junteareletts.

-19-



the syetem eheu d be frlendl y about a student' s error that _ rriay be 'from
dile Ant-erpreti nU the rules of the game or from mistyping a move. On such

errors; the system( should no t only allow tp . student to-correct his mistake
but , if a gen oral rut.° of th 0 game has (teen violated, it should draw

attent Pt' to trio rule. and 'provide aped fic ins tances of it that are legal.
FM. filainfi he iiESr 5 yar..0173 has compiled, into it diagnostic routines for

traany typidal errors that a atudent in apt to make (such as precedence
errcra in an thrilet is and giv ins as the value o f his expression the -end

p,ositton of t ha MO Ve

1,61t hough the twelve prd.neiplea listed here are compiled Into our

sys is -our hope that at some future time these principles can be

elit4 tetly interpreted from a declarative_ representation or them. Such a

rep repen tatio n could pt ov idea in which student teachers

cou id

Coach

cpu rse,

od J.fy and extend the rules and witness the effects on students 'In
a small adva-nce along thls dimension has been made by enabling- the

art al ate all_ he pros and cons of what it should do next . Of

the oad

pla ying . 'tele

h' a cog ltati on i not paTt of what a player sees as he is

game but inst sad is displayed on second "screen" (see -Figure

Thi s trace oe the Coach 's beha vior provides a graphic Illustration of

raany of -the abol..7e p rinci pl es interact to produce some very sub tle
tutorial beha vior.

3, ANALYSIS OF MODEL, INt1 METMETHODOLOGY

Thu s far we have' - provided a gl impose into the underlying principles of ,

our cos eh ing :Sys teal as wel as. siroplif ied description of how a

d if ter-en tial diagnostic mode 1 can be inferred f rom a studen is behavior.

I t shou I'd now be clear how important the diagnostic model is to the
sue execution t he top,-le ve 1 Issues and Examples coaching

paradigm . C onoeci uentl y , w e feel it is important to exami he some of the
im ita_tiens and under-lying p roblems of t his scheme that have not yet been

iscussed, We iv ill resin with a nic,re formal examination o f the model ing

process.
The inpu is to the Model er are the tuden -move and the set of bet ter

moves that the tu dept could have- made. Each of these moves has associated

with iFt a oet, of regLiisite 'Issues which must be employed (in some

manner to obtain that [soy e, For examples, if the move M was to go back 2

spaces tc land on a shortcut , the Is sues of SHORTCUT, SUB ACTION and

2o-



BACKWARD are all required. From the student move.the Modeler can .infer

that the student knows the Issues needeci1or that- move.(17)

What can be gleaned froM,knowing the set of. .17e_t_ter___:movta that the

student did nOt . take? in general, for each better move M, we only know

that at least ene or the set of Issues requ_ d for M was not employed and

therefore -reflects a potential weakness on the part of the student. But

how do we know whiCh of these IssUes blocked- the student from making that'

move? This Is what we refer to as th apportionment of,blame/oredit"

problem; How should the Modeler apportion blame among the,requisite issues

for the student's failure to discover a move?

Our solution in WEST has been to apportion blame more or le

among all of the Issues required for the missed better moyes.(18

effect of this decision in the introduction of incorrect information

"noise" into the model. That is, blame Will almost' certainly be

apportioned Lo Issuer that are in fact understood.

Having to overcome this source of noise is an excellent example of how

diagnosing a-stUdenr in a problem-solving situation in which the student

in total contra is inherently more problematic than the standard

mixed-initiative Instructional system. In mixed-initiative systems, the

Modeler can always construct a differential hypothesis from this source of

ambiguity, pose a task to the student, and see what he sloes.. Because it

can create a sequence or such tasks, each one eliminating contending

hypotheses, the Modeler can converge on the actual afflicting weaknesses.

However; such intrusions by the Modeler into the gaming or problem - solving

matrix could destroy the concentration and goal directedness of the student

creating an antidote potentially more destructive than the raisoned'etre

for a student model .in the first place.

The simplified view of a student's move as a net of issues that

somehow ,underlies the generation of the move suggests several other areas

of concern in the modeling'process. Since the system does not have

yen s cannot _ in - s 1 ere is more _ an one waT7773TFra
the move and : the "Issues" deal with derivational _rules,. In WEST, the
Issues are all things that uniquely underlie or are manifest in a move.
(18) In case -the Modeler has more than one move that is better than the one
the Student made it would be possible to find the intersection of the
Issues required for each move. 'Unfortunately, the student is, in general,
weak on more than one Issue, so this intersection often be empty)
meaning that at least two of the better moves were blocked for independent
reasons. Since the evaluators have to work with noise in any case,,We did
not include this noise reduction heuristic. It has not proven to be a
difficulty; The Coach does use this strategy when aelecting an Issue. If
one Issue is needed for all better moves, it is selected as the one most
likely to have been missed..
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completeomplete glass-box Expert, (dues no

person would use to derive the

ss

unt for the entire process that a

the set of Issues.does not necessarily

account for evernhing required to derive the move. This opens up, the

possibility that the underlying reason the student didn't make a move may

not be one of the known IssUe

skill-that has not been artio la.ted as an Issue.(19) Any incompletert

the. set. of-Issues,results in more noise in the differential student isodel.

An additional source of noise in- the model is that students are Seldom

completely consistent. They often forget to use,techniques that they know

Dr get tired and accept a move that is easy to generate.

Another source of noise is learning. As the student plays the gave,'

we hope he will be acquiring new skills that previously would have shown up

as abaknesses, Even after a student learns an Issue, his model will

continue to show the weakn that'hnn acclimulated over time. Ideally, the

at all, but might instead . be some other,

old pieces of the.model should decay with time, Unfortunately, the costs

involved in this computation a're prohibitive. To avoid rthissfailing of the.

model, the -WEST Coach removes from consideration any Issues that the

student has used recently (in'the last three MoYes)<<

To :combat the noise

Issue is implemented as a

h arises in the model, the Evaluator for each

separate brocedu're, This allows individual

tuning of the Evaluators in response to perceived failings. In WEST, the

Evaluators use a comparison of the "-taken fields" of- the model with the

"missed fields." The comparison percentages are adjusted to be high enough

to yield conservative Evaluators.. This alleviates the problems that might

be caused -by noise for less conservative techniques, Some coaching

opportunities may be missed but eventually if the .student has a problem

addressed by an issue a pattern will emerge.

-In the scheme disCus ed above,. the Expert is used to este a lip

better moves, and then the Modeler'diagnoses the student's weakness on t e

assumption that he did not make any of these better moves because he had

not mastered one of the requisite skills or issues underlying them. But

What happens-if the' student is,employing a strategy different from the

Expert's? In such cases, the reason asstsudentdid not:make a particular

t.

(1-9) If the Coach does riot have an Issue;, it will not break in because the
student's weakness may be beyond its scope. For this reason, the, Issues
define the space of weaknesses the Coach will try to correct.



better Move might simply be that, he did not want to make J . According to
4

his strategy, his move was the best one possible.

In order to cope With this problem, the Modeler must: be 'able to dete

when the student is using some other- strategy and to characterize precisely.,

what this other strategy is. If an 'executable description of the

alternative strategy can be formed, then the Expert can be modified to use

new strategy. The Modeler can then reconstruct the differential

nt model on,the basis of- the modified Expert in order to separate out

Issues -(as

tasks has

.the

stud

what

-thes

under the

opposed to strategies) thestudent is weak on. Each of

own cpmplications. Let us proceed in 'thtl discussion

mplifying assumption that the s udent'maintains a consistent

rategy and a consistent set of weaknesses during the period over which

the model is being created.(20)

If a model

impossible for

--heMe' looks at onli one move

determine whether the student's failure to make

student,

another-move stemmed from a lack of a given skill or from harboring a

suboptimal strategy.(21) Hgwever,'from a sequence of student moves it may

be possible to make such a separation. This

student's strategy remains the same over the

results 'from the fact that the

sequence of moves, whereas the

issues are likely to , change from one move to the next.

The technique for detecting when a student is 'using a strategy

different from the Expert's involves the amount of.utesr" in the student

model. Br'iefly, tear is a measure of -the consistency df use of issues.

Tear starts to develop when .. several issues begin to reflect both a

substantial amount of use when they should not have' been used and non-use

when they should have been. If tear in a model gets large enough, the

Modeler is willing to expend some effort in conjecturing alternative

strategies that the 'student might be using. Any alternative strategies can

then be tested by rerunning the Modeler over the student's past moves and

comparing his behavior to that ,,of the Expert using the conjectured

stretegy.. the resulting, model has substantially less tear-, then thf

(20- A typical period,is usually one session of play, . consisting of ,a
Couple of games. Longer periods require a partitioning or layering of the
model to capture the change or growth of a student's knowledge.
(21)'Here again, we continue with the assumption that the Modeler is a
watcher and not a manipulator of the'enVironment'and hence cannot Interrupt
the activity and pose its own task.

110*
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donje tured strategy is taken to he a more accurate appro a icon of the

etude_ ' strategy and is used to torm the'dif epenti_l model. If the

rests Ling model isdrt ubstantially more eonsistent then. his alternative,

Str- egy is rejected and other conjectures are tried lint I all reasonable'

don,ectures are tested. Of course,. for this classical "g _prate and test"

heu-istic t9 work, not only must the Modeler be able to g perote reasonable

alt ative strategies, but the Expert'also must be ab e to simulate the

_t -tegies ,(the conjectures must -he runnable by the Expe in order to be

ab a to 'reconstruct and test' he resultihg student Model.;

Conjecturing alternative -A egies_is extremely difficult 'unless one

has a sufficiently- closed world that the set or possibl= strategies On be

c a acterized.- Tbis characterization can take! the form of either a,

rative mechanism (e.g., a graMmar) that synthesizes the alternative
.\

strategies (Miller & Goldstein, 1977, and also see Mill erLs article in this

issue), or an explicit enumeration of pbssible alternative strategie6 The

world of WEST is sufficiently closed and Small- enough that the latter

technique appears to work.

WEST'S alternative strategies fall into two categories -- those that

are suboptimal becaUse of a "mind bug" about the structure-of the game and

those- that reflect an alteration in the spirit or rules of the game. An

example of a "mind bug" would occur when a student always tries'to move as

far ahead as is possible giyen the particular spinner values -- a nearly

optimal strategy'..butone that overlooks the potential value-of bumping your

opponent.- An example of an alteration of the spirit of the game occurs

when the student is obsessed with bumping- his opponent (e.g., because of-

the pretty graphics effect)- and will always b p'whereVer a chance arises.

Another example. that reflects the subtlety of category is the student

who becomes fixated on getting the Coach t "speak" or interact with him.

rhi's student no longer cares about winning the game but instead becomes

involved in .psyching -out the actual teaching strategies embedded in the

system -- an extremely interesting "metagame". It should be remembered

-that -the. Coach is very conservative and will not break Into_the student's

game unless there is a consistent pattern of poortehavior that the. Coach

can address. If the student'is'doing something. completely "off the- wall"

unlikely that the Coach will break in.
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Once 4 grammar' or ar e
-)

xplicit liat of, alternative strategies 46

created, one may determine the-sbt of alternative strategies that- a player

may. be using by creating a -"handle. or feature. recegnUer. (similar. to an

issue recoghizer) for each strategy (or grammar. rule).(22) Then, as
f

Modeler is accruing evidence forperceived student weaknesses on Issues', it

can also be accruing evidence on possible alternative strategies by Aeeirig,

whiCh strategy features. are present in each move. .These featUres set

solely as a heuristic. They are seldoM unique to a gtven strategy, as

several alternative strategies are likely to be consistent with any one

move. For example,-the strategy of making a maximal number might. 'produce.

the same move as the strategy of maximizing'the distance ahead of your

opponent.

In summary, these strategy features provide local_ evidence about what

alternative strategies the student may be Using. A strategy for which

there is local evidence.iI then used by the Modeler to construct a new

hypothetical differential model. This new model provides- a Aloha check on
.

the, strategy by determining how much the tear of. the differential model has

been,reduced.

order to test the diagnostic sensitivity of this technique to

distinguish actual student weaknesses from alternative student strategies,

we: have onstructed various. automated students (an idea proposed in

'Goldstein, 977) that play'with,specific. weaknesses. and, simultaneously_with.

alternative strategies. These ,.tests indicate that the technique jus
$

deicribed is effective for WEST. -We fully recOgnize the limited nature' of

this problem for the WEST -"world" and are.cautious in our .belief that these.

techniques Will suffice for more comPlex:wcrl

j
8.

4 -EXPERIENCES WITH,WE8T

The basic coaching system was-completed in,S ing;of 1'975 (Burton

Brown, 1976). At that time, we ran an informal experiment with 18 student

teachers

Afterward,

in which each one used the system for at ,least one hour.-

each was _asked to complete a questionnaire about the,Coaen's

performance. -All' but one had received advice from the Coach. Nine of the

teacher's commented favorably about the Coach's advice. Two others

c ea ure recogn zers can equeopxa onrequ
properties of the space of possible moves instead of just the given student
move. For 'example, one feature might concern whether the move involved the
maxiMum',Oosaiblv number given the particular spinners.



daagreed; one said that the Coach was offering a strategy ~that he did not

feel he should follow because it would leave .him "vulnerable\to attack ' an

element of strategy not known to our current Expert. Eighte\f ten.sub eets

found the comments helpful in learning a better-way to play the game and,
0

most important, nine of ten felt that the Coag.h:_mani atees1 a aoad

understandink_2110eir wffAkneases! One subject commented."I misunderstood

rule; the computer picked it up in the second game

WEST has also been used elementary school classrooms. In a

.controlled experiment " the coached version of WEST was compared an

.uncoached version. Table 1 gives the distribution of move pattern& for the

coached and uncoaehed,groups. The coached students.showed a constderaply

greater variety of patterns, indiCat ng that they-had aequir d many or, the

more .subtle patterns and had not fallen permanently nto "ruts". that

prevented them from seeing -the relatively rare occasions w_en such ,'Moves

,were important. ,Probably themOst surprising result from this experiMSnt

was that the students in the coached group enjoyed playing the ga e

considerably -more than the _uncoached.greup. Thii' finding was especially

significant, because one of our greatest tifears had been that our coaching,

principles were sufficiently ill - developed that -either the Coach would

interpret too often, destroying the inherent enjoyment of .the game or too "\

Seldom, failing to get students out of; ruts. We have not yet. had the

opportunity to explore why, in fact. students seem to prefer .the'game with

the. -Coach. One -interesting hypothesis is that-t16 students using the

coaching version were actually:engaged in a metagame of "psyching_eut" the

Coach to get it to speak. If- -this. rather romantic hypothesis turns out to

be valid, it would open a new arena for conveying Some of the very

important survival principles for formal education.



Table 1.

Comparison between coached and uncoached
groups of the percontage Of times each
move pattern was used when it was the
best, move.

PATTERN Coached Group CW

(A tB),-C 72

(A*B)+C 7

(A B)-C 41

(A+B) *C 65

A-(B+C) 13

A*(B-C)- 3i

(A*B)jC' 23

',At(R-C) 25

A-(B/C) 14

(A/B)-C 14

(A-B) /C 14

A-(B*C): 13

(A-FB)/ O

.A/(B*C)

ARBA-C) 0

A -1-(B /C)'

.Control Crou

TOWN: 72

BUMP: 18

SHORTCUT: 41

% o

SPECIALPECIAL MOVES

pattern was taken and was best.
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33

ntrol Crou

74

58

46

44

29

22

0

_Coached Crou

TOWN: 79

BUMP: 54

SHORTCUT: 54
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